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Att. 2 Letter 1 

Linda Strong [Iindastrong@shaw.ca ] 
Friday, January 02, 2015 9:59 AM 
Albrecht, Linda 
Attached.... LAND USE 

Albrecht, Linda 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
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LANDUSE AMENDMENT: L0C2014-0136 

956 CANNA CRESCENT SW 

I have lived in my home for over 40 years and have enjoyed a nice quiet neighborhood up until 
three years ago! There are many retired individuals within this crescent who have lived here for 
40 years also. 

I have just recently retired myself. We have a deck off of our bedroom, which is on the corner of 
the house adjacent to the neighbor's back entrance and we have not been able to use it due to 
such close proximity and the loud music and foul language! When the weather is pleasant we 
like to have our window open and I hear them coming and going. It would be disturbing to have 
more individuals use that entrance and totally unfair!! 

Since these individuals moved into the area this neighborhood has not been the same! There 
have been many visits from the police — sometimes up to eight police cars have been in front of 
our home. There has been constant fighting and carryings on. This in itself has been very 
unsettling and totally disturbing! 

The neighbors in 952 Canna Crescent recently moved due to the issues surrounding 956 Canna 
Crescent. This is totally wrong! But the police can only do so much and only when called. This 
address is well known to the police, which in itself is a sad state of affairs! 

Renters would bring more traffic into the area and cars parked on the street. If the owner is 
unable to control his own family how would he be able to control renters?! This crescent is 
starting to bring in young families who do not need or want this influence! 

Please take my concerns into consideration and DO NOT PERMIT A LEGAL BASEMENT SUITE 
in this home!! 


